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*e body of the new-type dry gas holder is a large stiffened cylindrical shell. Limited by the test site and economic conditions, the
buckling characteristics of such holders are generally studied through scale model experiments. Taking the longitudinal-ring
rectangular stiffened cylindrical shell as the research object, the generalized similitude condition and scaling principle formula of
the structure are derived innovatively based on Donnell’s assumption and the energy method. By means of displacement loading
and node coordinates updating, dimple imperfections are introduced into the ideal structure of the stiffened cylindrical shell, and
then, the complete similitude and partial similitude analysis of axial compression nonlinear buckling for imperfect structures are
carried out. *e analysis results show that the complete similitude analysis of stiffened cylindrical shell axial-compression
nonlinear buckling can be realized accurately; the partial similitude model for stiffened cylindrical shell axial-compression
nonlinear buckling can better predict the buckling characteristics of its prototype structures, and the closer the Poisson’s ratio
between the model and the prototype materials is, the more accurate the prediction results are. Meanwhile, the generalized
similitude condition and scaling principle formula derived based on the energy method can provide useful reference for the model
design and experimental verification of the axial compression buckling of the stiffened cylindrical shell with local
geometric imperfections.

1. Introduction

Stiffened thin-walled cylindrical shell is usually composed of
skin and ribs, which have the advantages of high specific
stiffness and specific strength, so it is widely used in aero-
space, ships and vessels, pressure vessels, and other struc-
tures [1]. Stiffened thin-walled cylindrical shell structures in
engineering usually contain geometric imperfections, and as
a result, such structures are prone to buckling failure. Due to
the limitation of high cost, difficulty, and long time in the
prototype buckling test for large-size stiffened thin-walled
cylindrical shell structures, the results of the scale model
buckling test are usually used to predict the buckling
characteristics of prototype structures [2].

Scholars at home and abroad have made some
progress in studying the buckling and buckling scale
model of shells. *e main methods include dimensional

analysis, similitude transformation analysis based on the
solution of the shell governing equation, and similitude
transformation analysis based on the structural system
governing the differential equation as well as the energy
method. Simitses et al. [3] have carried out studies on
laminated cylindrical shell axial-compression buckling
scale models. *e results show that the radius, length, and
thickness of the shell are important parameters that affect
the design of the scale model. Laminated cylindrical shells
can realize partial similitude simulation of geometric
dimension scaling, but when the materials are different,
the model cannot accurately predict the prototype.
Ungbhakorn and Singhatanadgid [4, 5] have also carried
out the research on the complete similitude and partial
similitude scaling principles for the buckling of laminated
cylindrical shells. When the materials of the model and the
prototype are different, the model still cannot predict the
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buckling characteristics of the prototype. Hilburger et al.
[6, 7] have obtained more accurate ultimate buckling load
of the structure with the stiffened cylindrical shell finite
element model verified by the scale model test and pro-
totype test. *is method does not need to carry out a large
number of tests on large-size stiffened cylindrical shells,
but the author has not given the basis for designing the
scale model and the buckling scaling principle formula.
Balbin and Bisagni [8] have presented a scaling method
for sandwich composite cylindrical shells based on the
nondimensionalization buckling equations. *e results of
the finite element show that the agreement is better in the
case in which there is a lower transverse shear influence
between the prototype and the model. Based on the energy
method, Yu [9] has derived the complete and partial si-
militude scaling principle formula for the buckling of
stiffened cylindrical shells under axial compression and
lateral compression and verified the accuracy of the
formula by finite element simulation but has not studied
the structural similitude of stiffened cylindrical shells with
dimple imperfections.

Basically speaking, there always exist some initial
geometric imperfections in the shell structure in practical
engineering. In recent years, many scholars have carried
out further research in the field about shell buckling and
imperfection sensitivity analysis. Tian and Wang [10]
have proposed a method for accurate determination of
compressive response of axially loaded stiffened shells
based on the Worst Multiple Perturbation Load Ap-
proach. *e results show that the proposed method is
efficiencient to predict lower-bound buckling loads for
stiffened shells. Wagner et al. [11] have presented a new
design lower bound for metallic orthogonal-stiffened
shells under axial compression. *e analysis results of the
shell with multiple cutouts and the perfect shell were
compared and analyzed. Based on proper orthogonal
decomposition and vibration correlation technique, Tian
et al. [12] proposed the POD-VCT analysis method for
imperfect shells under axial compression and verified the
reliability of the method by buckling tests of shells with
different structural configurations, materials, and im-
perfections. Among the imperfections, dimple imper-
fection is one of the most typical and unfavorable initial
geometric imperfections [13]. *erefore, it is of great
significance to study the axial compression buckling scale
model of the stiffened cylindrical shell with dimple im-
perfections. In this paper, taking the longitudinal-ring
rectangular stiffened cylindrical shell as the research
object and based on the densely stiffening theory and
energy method, the generalized similitude conditions and
scaling principle formula of the structure are put forward,
and the complete similitude and partial similitude sim-
ulation analysis of the nonlinear buckling of the structure
under axial compression are carried out. Using the
dimple imperfection function, dimple imperfection is
introduced into the finite element model of perfect
stiffened cylindrical shells. Furthermore, the nonlinear
buckling similitude analysis of the prototype and scale
model of the stiffened cylindrical shell with dimple

imperfections is carried out to verify the generalized
similitude conditions of the scale model design and the
scaling principle formula of nonlinear buckling under
axial compression.

2. Buckling Scaling Principle Formula of the
Longitudinal-Ring Stiffened Cylindrical
Shell under Axial Compression

*e mathematical models of arbitrary two similar stiffened
cylindrical shell structures are consistent in the process of
similitude transformation, and their total energy relation-
ship is [14]

Πp Xpi  � Ψ Ci( Πm Xmi( , (1)

where the prototype and model are distinguished by
subscripts p and m, Xpi and Xmi correspond to the ma-
terial and geometric parameters of the prototype and
model, respectively, Ci represents the scaling factor of the
structural parameters of the prototype and model, and
Ψ(Ci) represents the transfer function of the scaling
factors of two similar structures. *is relational expres-
sion can be used to derive the generalized similitude
conditions and the scaling principle formula for the
buckling of stiffened cylindrical shells under axial
compression.

*e energy functional of the stiffened cylindrical shell
under static force can be expressed as

Π � U + UL, (2)

where U and UL are the strain energy and external work of
the structure, respectively.

Based on Donnell’s assumption, the nonlinear geometric
equation of the middle plane of the stiffened cylindrical shell
with initial geometric imperfections is [15]

εx � u,x +
1
2

w,x 
2

+ w,xw,x,

εy � v,y +
w

R
+
1
2

w,y 
2

+ w,yw,y,

cxy � u,y + v,x + w,xw,y + w,xw,y + w,xw,y,

χx � −w,xx,

χy � −w,yy,

χxy � −w,xy,

(3)

where εx, εy, and cxy represent the axial strain, circumfer-
ential strain, and shear strain of the cylindrical shell, re-
spectively, χx, χy, and χxy represent the curvature of the
cylindrical shell, and u, v, w, andw represent the axial,
circumferential, and radial displacements and the radial
displacement imperfections of the cylindrical shell,
respectively.

*e internal force expression of the stiffened cylindrical
shell based on densely stiffening theory is [16]
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Nx � A11εx + A12εxy + B11χx,

Ny � A12εx + A22εxy + B22χy,

Nxy � A66cxy,

Mx � B11εx + D11χx + D12χy,

My � B22εy + D12χx + D22χy,

Mxy � D66χxy,

(4)

where Nx, Ny, and Nxy represent membrane internal forces
per unit length, Mx, My, and Mxy represent bending mo-
ments per unit length, and Aij, Bij, and Dij represent tensile
stiffness, coupled stiffness, and bending stiffness, respec-
tively. *e expressions of these stiffness parameters are

A11 � B +
EsAs

ds

,

A12 � μB,

A22 � B +
ErAr

dr

,

A66 �
1 − μ
2

B,

B11 � es

EsAs

ds

,

B22 � er

ErAr

dr

,

D11 � D +
EsIs

ds

,

D12 � μ D,

D22 � D +
ErIr

dr

,

D66 � D(1 − μ) +
1
2

GsJs

ds

+
GrJr

dr

 ,

(5)

where subscripts s and r represent longitudinal and cir-
cumferential stiffeners, respectively, E, μ, and G represent
the elasticity modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and shear modulus of
the material, respectively, B and D represent the tensile
stiffness and bending stiffness of the skin, respectively, Ar
and As represent the cross-sectional area of stiffeners, er and
es represent the eccentricity of stiffeners relative to the
middle plane of the shell, Ir and Is represent the inertia
moment of stiffeners relative to the middle plane of the shell,
dr and ds represent the distance between two adjacent
stiffeners, and Jr and Js represent the torsion constants of
stiffeners.

*e expression of the strain energy and external work of
the stiffened cylindrical shell is [17, 18]

U �
1
2


2πR

0


L

0
Nxεx + Nxycxy + Nyεy + Mxχx

+ 2Mxyχxy + Myχydxdy,

(6)

UL � − 
2πR

0


L

0
pxu,xdxdy, (7)

where L and R represent the axial length and radius of the
cylindrical shell, respectively, and px represents the axial load
of the structure.

From formulas (2)–(7), we can obtain the total energy of
the densely stiffened cylindrical shell, which is

Π �
1
2


2πR

0
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0
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w

R
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+ A66 u,y + v,x + w,xw,y + w,xw,y + w,xw,y 
2

− 2B11w,xx u,x +
1
2
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R
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(8)
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When the geometric parameters of the skin with two
similar structures are completely similar, then Cx � Cy �

Cu � Cv � Cw � CR. According to conversion formula (1) of
total energy similitude between the scale model and pro-
totype structure, the necessary condition for similitude
between the scale model and prototype structure can be
obtained, which is

CA11
� CA12

� CA22
� CA66

�
CB11

CR

�
CB22

CR

�
CD11

C
2
R

�
CD12

C
2
R

�
CD22

C
2
R

�
CD66

C
2
R

� Cpx
.

(9)

According to formula (9), the similar invariant of the
buckling of the densely stiffened cylindrical shell under axial
compression can be obtained, which is

Cpx
· C

2
R

Cstiff
� 1, (10)

where px represents the axial buckling load of the stiffened
cylindrical shell, Cstiff � CAij

C2
R � CBij

CR � CDij
.

*erefore, the scaling principle formula for the buckling
of densely stiffened cylindrical shells under axial compres-
sion can be written as

px( p � px( m

Cstiff

C
2
R

� px( m · Cstiff
Rm

Rp

 

2

. (11)

3. Verification of Nonlinear Buckling of the
Cylindrical Shell with Dimple
Imperfections under Axial Compression by
the Finite Element Example

In this paper, the example for nonlinear buckling of the
cylindrical shell with dimple imperfections under axial
compression in literature [19] is taken as the example for
verification by using finite element software ANSYS, and the
finite element APDL language program of the example is
written to verify the accuracy and reliability of the finite
element analysis in this paper. *e geometric and material
parameters of the cylindrical shell with dimple imperfections
are shown in Table 1. *e upper boundary of the structure
only releases the axial displacement constraint, while the
lower boundary of the structure adopts the fixed end
boundary.

*e applied dimple imperfection function is [19]

δa(s) � δ0e
− πs/λ cos

πs

λ
, (12a)

s �

�������������������

Rθ − Rθ0( 
2

+ z − z0( 
2



, (12b)

where λ is the imperfection diameter, δ0 is the imperfection
amplitude, θ0 and z0 are the circumferential and axial co-
ordinate values of the imperfection center, and s is the
distance from the finite element grid node to the imper-
fection center within the imperfection range. *e dimple

imperfection is introduced into the perfect structural model
by static analysis of displacement loading and updating the
node coordinates of the model.

Newton–Raphson method (NR method) with dis-
placement loading and arc-length method (AR method)
with force loading are used for example verification. Figure 1
shows the comparison between the load-displacement
curves of the perfect structural buckling under axial com-
pression analyzed by two methods and the literature results.
Table 2 lists the errors between the results obtained by the
two methods and the literature results when δ0 � 5t and λ are
0.05m, 0.06m, and 0.07m, respectively.

It can be seen from Figure 1 and Table 2 that the arc-
length method APDL program for nonlinear buckling
analysis of cylindrical shells under axial compression is
accurate and reliable.

4. Complete Similitude Analysis of Nonlinear
Buckling of the Longitudinal-Ring
Rectangular StiffenedCylindrical Shell under
Axial Compression

4.1. Scaling Principle Formula for Complete Similitude of
Nonlinear Buckling of the Longitudinal-Ring Rectangular
Stiffened Cylindrical Shell under Axial Compression.
Under the condition of complete similitude, the geometric
dimension scaling factors, material parameters, and
boundary conditions of the prototype and model are
identical. When the geometric scaling factor of the model is
k, the stiffness scaling factor of the structure is

CAij
� k,

CBij
� k

2
,

CDij
� k

3
,

Cstiff � k
3
.

(13)

*erefore, scaling principle formula (11) for the buckling
of the densely stiffened cylindrical shell under axial com-
pression can be simplified as

Cpx
� k. (14)

4.2. Example Analysis on Complete Similitude of Nonlinear
Buckling of the Longitudinal-Ring Rectangular Stiffened Cy-
lindrical Shell under Axial Compression. Based on finite
element software ANSYS, the shell 181 element is utilized to
discretize the model. See Tables 3 and 4 for parameters of the
prototype and model of the longitudinal-ring stiffened

Table 1: Geometric and material parameters of the cylindrical
shell.

Material parameters Geometric parameters of
cylindrical shell (m)

E (GPa) μ R L t
72 0.31 0.25 0.51 0.0005
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cylindrical shell. *e geometric scaling factors of scale
models are all taken as 10. In order to ensure the accuracy
and economy of finite element simulation, reasonable unit
partition is made for both the prototype and model. For the
model and prototype of the longitudinal-ring stiffened cy-
lindrical shell, the interval between two adjacent stiffeners is
divided into 8 equal parts, and the height of the stiffening
web is divided into 3 equal parts. Use the dimple imper-
fection function expressed by formulae (12a) and (12b) to
introduce dimple imperfection into the longitudinal-ring
stiffened cylindrical shell, with the dimple imperfection
center located at half of the height of the cylindrical shell.
Use the arc length method in finite element analysis to study

the complete similitude of the nonlinear buckling of the
longitudinal-ring stiffened cylindrical shell under axial
compression. *e finite element model of the longitudinal-
ring stiffened cylindrical shell with dimple imperfection is
shown in Figure 2.

Table 5 shows the comparison of critical load buckling of
the longitudinal-ring rectangular stiffened cylindrical shell
under axial compression. It can be seen from Table 5 that,
under the nine working conditions consisting of three
imperfection amplitudes and three imperfection diameters,
the absolute value of the relative error between the critical
load of the prototype structure predicted by the scale model
based on scaling principle formula (14) and the critical load

Table 2: Comparison of nonlinear buckling ultimate loads of cylindrical shells with dimple imperfections under axial compression.

δ0 (m) λ (m) Literature [15] (kN) NR method (kN) Error (%) AR method (kN) Error (%)

0.5t
0.05 42.18 44.37 5.19 43.90 4.08
0.06 42.29 43.41 2.65 44.04 4.14
0.07 42.38 44.49 4.98 43.96 3.73

Table 3: Parameters of the longitudinal-ring stiffened cylindrical shell prototype.

Material
parameters

Geometric parameters of skin
(m) Stiffeners parameters

E (GPa) μ Rp Lp tp hsp (mm) tsp (mm) Nsp hrp (mm) trp (mm) Nrp

72.40 0.3 2.4257 6.0885 0.0127 38.354 24.384 60 38.354 24.384 24

Table 4: Parameters of the completely similar model of the longitudinal-ring stiffened cylindrical shell.

Material
parameters Geometric parameters of skin (m) Stiffeners parameters

E (GPa) μ Rm Lm tm hsm (mm) tsm (mm) Nsm hrm (mm) trm (mm) Nrm

72.40 0.3 0.24257 0.60885 0.00127 3.8354 2.4384 60 3.8354 2.4384 24
Note. t-skin thickness, hr and hs-height of rectangular stiffeners, tr and ts-thickness of rectangular stiffeners, and Nr and Ns-number of stiffeners.

Literature [15] values
Newton–Raphson method
Arc–length method
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Figure 1: Comparison of axial compression buckling load axial-compression deformation curves of the perfect cylindrical shell.
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of the prototype structure is within 2.500%, which indicates
that the complete similitude of nonlinear buckling of the
stiffened cylindrical shell with dimple imperfections under
axial compression can be realized accurately.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b), respectively, show the relationship
between the critical loads and the imperfection amplitudes
and diameters of the prototype and the model. It can be seen
that the critical loads of the prototype and the model de-
crease with the increase of imperfection amplitude and
diameter.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of load-displacement
curves of the structural prototype, model, and the prediction
prototype under three kinds of imperfection amplitudes
when the imperfection diameters of the prototype and
model are 0.720m and 0.072m, respectively. It can be seen
from Figure 4 that the load-displacement curve of the
complete similitude scale model can accurately predict the
load-displacement curve of the prototype.

Figure 5 shows the displacement vector and nepho-
gram of the structural prototype and the complete si-
militude scale model at the point corresponding to the
critical load when the imperfection diameter of the
prototype and the model is 0.720m and 0.072m, re-
spectively, and the imperfection amplitude is 0.5t. From
Figure 5, it can be seen that the buckling modes of the
model and the prototype are the same at the point cor-
responding to the critical load.

5. Partial Similitude Analysis of Axial
Compression Nonlinear Buckling of the
Longitudinal-Ring Rectangular Stiffened
Cylindrical Shell

5.1. Partial Similitude Scaling Principle Formula for Axial
Compression Nonlinear Buckling of the Longitudinal-Ring
StiffenedCylindrical Shell. It is extremely difficult to satisfy
all the similitude conditions, and it is not applicable in
practical engineering, so it is necessary to carry out
studies on the partial similitude model. In this paper,
considering the situation that the materials and geo-
metric dimensions of the scale model are different from
those of the prototype, aluminum (Al), copper, brass,
and plastic (PVC) are used, respectively, as the materials
for the scale model. *e material parameters are shown in
Table 6.

Taking the ratio of elastic modulus between the pro-
totype and model as k and the scaling factor of skin
geometric dimension as k1, then there is a similitude re-
lation as follows:

CE � k, CR � CL � Ct � Cdr
� Cds

� k1. (15)

Substituting formula (15) into necessary similitude
condition formula (9) and similitude invariant formula (10),
we can get

Table 5: Complete similitude simulation of nonlinear buckling of longitudinal-ring rectangular stiffened cylindrical shell under axial
compression.

δ0 (m)
Model Prototype

Error (%)
λ (m) Critical buckling

load/kN·m−1 λ (m) Critical buckling
load (kN·m−1)

Critical buckling load for predicted
prototype (kN·m−1)

0.1t

0.048 715.790 0.480 7090.300 7157.900 0.950
0.060 631.083 0.600 6224.060 6310.830 1.390
0.072 592.084 0.720 5985.940 5920.840 −1.080

0.3t

0.048 683.33 0.480 6780.880 6833.300 0.770
0.060 515.110 0.600 5273.950 5151.100 −2.320
0.072 489.879 0.720 4895.220 4898.790 0.070

0.5t

0.048 642.638 0.480 6382.980 6426.380 0.680
0.060 483.181 0.600 4810.450 4831.810 0.440
0.072 448.419 0.720 4476.690 4484.190 0.170

Note. t is the sum of the thickness of the cylindrical shell skin and the height of stiffeners.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Longitudinal-ring stiffened cylindrical shell finite element model with dimple imperfection introduced (3x magnification).
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Figure 4: Continued.
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Figure 3: Imperfection sensitivity of the prototype and model under different imperfection diameters and amplitudes. (a) Prototype.
(b) Model.
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Figure 4: Comparison of complete similitude load-displacement curves for nonlinear buckling of the stiffened cylindrical shell under axial
compression when λp � 0.72m and λm � 0.072m. (a) δ0� 0.1t. (b) δ0� 0.3t. (c) δ0� 0.5t.
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Figure 5: Continued.
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Figure 5: Comparison of buckling modes between the prototype and complete similitude model when λp � 0.720m, λm � 0.072m, and
δ0 � 0.5t. (a) Oblique view of the prototype (10xmagnification). (b) Front view of the prototype (10x magnification). (c) Near imperfection of
the prototype (1x). (d) Oblique view of the model (10xmagnification). (e) Front view of themodel (10xmagnification). (f ) Near imperfection
of the model (1x).

Table 6: Material parameters of the scale model.

Material E (GPa) μ
Aluminum 68.75 0.30
Copper 124 0.33
Brass 106 0.34
PVC 3.79 0.40
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Table 7: Partial similitude simulation of axial compression nonlinear buckling of the longitudinal-ring rectangular stiffened cylindrical shell.

δ0 (m) Material
Critical buckling load (kN·m−1)

Error (%)
Model Prototype Prediction prototype

0.1t

Aluminum
595.318 6224.06 6269.24 0.73

0.3t 500.759 5273.95 5273.45 −0.01
0.5t 454.787 4810.45 4789.32 −0.43
0.1t

Copper
1055.31 6224.06 6033.68 −3.06

0.3t 898.381 5273.95 5136.44 −2.60
0.5t 812.553 4810.45 4645.73 −3.42
0.1t

Brass
900.281 6224.06 5976.10 −3.98

0.3t 767.129 5273.95 5092.24 −3.45
0.5t 692.715 4810.45 4598.27 −4.41
0.1t

PVC
32.182 6224.06 5674.80 −8.83

0.3t 27.270 5273.95 4808.64 −8.82
0.5t 24.951 4810.45 4399.72 −8.54
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Figure 6: Comparison of partial similitude load-displacement curves for axial compression nonlinear buckling of the stiffened cylindrical shell when
δ0� 0.5t. (a) *e model material is aluminum. (b) *e model material is copper. (c) *e model material is brass. (d) *e model material is PVC.
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Figure 7: Continued.
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Figure 7: Comparison of buckling modes between the prototype and partial similitude model when λm � 0.060m and δ0 � 0.5t. (a) Oblique
view of the prototype (10x magnification). (b) Front view of the prototype (10x magnification). (c) Near imperfection of the prototype (1x).
(d) Oblique view of the aluminum model (10x magnification). (e) Front view of the aluminum model (10x magnification). (f ) Near
imperfection of the aluminum model (1x). (g) Oblique view of the copper model (10x magnification). (h) Front view of the copper model
(10x magnification). (i) Near imperfection of the copper model (1x). (j) Oblique view of the brass model (10x magnification). (k) Front view
of the brass model (10x magnification). (l) Near imperfection of the brass model (1x). (m) Oblique view of the PVC model (10x mag-
nification). (n) Front view of the PVC model (10x magnification). (o) Near imperfection of the PVC model (1x).
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Cstiff � kk
3
1
1 − μ2m
1 − μ2p

. (18)

*erefore, by simplifying formula (11), we can get the
scaling principle formula of the partial similitude of the
longitudinal-ring rectangular stiffened cylindrical shell
buckling under axial compression, which is

Cpx
� kk1

1 − μ2m
1 − μ2p

. (19)

5.2. Example Analysis on Partial Similitude of Axial Com-
pression Nonlinear Buckling of the Longitudinal-Ring Rect-
angular Stiffened Cylindrical Shell. Taking the skin
geometric scaling factor k1 as 10 and solving equation sets
(15) and (16), respectively, the geometric dimensions of
circumferential and longitudinal stiffeners of the partial
similitude scale model can be obtained, namely,
hrm � hsm � 3.8354mm and trm � tsm � 2.4384mm. It can be
seen that the geometric scaling factor of stiffeners is equal to
that of the skin.

Taking the dimple imperfection diameter of 0.060m as
an example, under three imperfection amplitudes of 0.1t,
0.3t, and 0.5t, the arc-length method in finite element
analysis was used to study the partial similitude of axial
compression nonlinear buckling of the longitudinal-ring
stiffened cylindrical shell for the partial similitude models
made of four materials.

It can be seen from Table 7 that, for the scale model made
of aluminum under three working conditions consisting of
three imperfection amplitudes, the absolute value of the
relative error between the critical load of the prototype
structure predicted by the scale model based on scaling
principle formula (19) and the critical load of the prototype
structure is within 1.00%. With the increase of Poisson’s
ratio deviation between the scale model and prototype, the
relative error of critical load between the prediction pro-
totype structure and the prototype structure increases.
When the scale model is made of PVC, the relative error
between the critical load of the prediction prototype
structure and that of the prototype structure reaches −8.83%.

Figure 6 shows the load-displacement curves of the
prototype, the four partial similitude scale models, and their
corresponding prediction prototypes when the dimple im-
perfection diameter is 0.060m and the imperfection

amplitude is 0.5t. Figure 7 shows the displacement vector
and nephogram at the points corresponding to the critical
buckling loads of the structural prototype and the partial
similitude scale models made of four materials when the
imperfection amplitude is 0.5t. It can be seen that, for the
partial similitude model made of Al, the load-displacement
curve of its prediction prototype can accurately predict the
load-displacement curve of the prototype structure; the
critical buckling load error between the prediction prototype
and the prototype is −0.43%; the buckling modes of the
model and the prototype at the point corresponding to
critical buckling load are the same. With the increase of
Poisson’s ratio deviation between the partial similitude scale
model and the prototype, the deviation of the load-dis-
placement curve between the prediction prototype and
prototype increases gradually. For the scale models made of
copper, brass, and PVC, the critical buckling load errors
between their prediction prototypes and prototypes are
−3.42%, −4.41%, and −8.54%, respectively. *e buckling
modes of the scale models of the three materials are con-
sistent with those of the prototypes.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the longitudinal-ring rectangular stiffened
cylindrical shell is taken as the research object; a scaling
finite element model of the stiffened cylindrical shell with
dimple imperfections is designed and established according
to the generalized similitude conditions and scaling prin-
ciple formula derived by the energy method, and the
nonlinear buckling analysis of structural complete similitude
and partial similitude under axial compression is also carried
out. *e following are the conclusions obtained:

(a) *e axial compression nonlinear buckling results of
the stiffened cylindrical shell complete the similitude
scale model that can accurately predict the buckling
characteristics of the prototype structure by com-
bining with the corresponding scaling principle
formula, which shows that the generalized similitude
conditions and scaling principle formula of struc-
tural axial-compression nonlinear buckling com-
plete similitude are correct.

(b) *e prediction prototype results obtained from the
axial compression nonlinear buckling of the stiffened
cylindrical shell partial similitude scale model can
better predict the buckling characteristics of pro-
totype structures, which shows that the generalized
similitude conditions and scaling principle formula
of structural axial-compression partial similitude
have better accuracy. Meanwhile, the results also
show that when the geometric parameters and
material parameters are different, the greater the
deviation of Poisson’s ratio between the model and
the prototype, the greater the error of the calculated
results and the worse the coincidence of the load-
displacement curves. *erefore, when designing the
scale model, the material of the model should be
selected as close as possible to Poisson’s ratio of the
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prototype material, and the analogue prediction of
structural axial-compression nonlinear buckling
characteristics should be carried out.

(c) *e generalized similitude conditions and scaling
principle formulas of the axial compression non-
linear buckling of stiffened cylindrical shells with
dimple imperfections established in this paper can
provide a useful reference for the safety assessment
of the axial compression nonlinear buckling of
similar large-size stiffened cylindrical shells in
practical engineering and have certain practical
application value.

(d) In this study, the material of the structure is regarded
as linear elastic. However, plastic buckling is prone
to occur in stiffened shells in some cases. So whether
the proposed method is suitable for structures
considering material nonlinearity and plastic
buckling needs further study. In addition, we have
noticed some studies [20–22] on nano/microstruc-
ture. So it is also worth studying to analyze the scaled
nano/microshells and plates with methods of this
paper.
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